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Abstract
Neural recordings are nonstationary time series, i.e. their properties
typically change over time. Identifying specific changes, e.g. those induced
by a learning task, can shed light on the underlying neural processes.
However, such changes of interest are often masked by strong unrelated
changes, which can be of physiological origin or due to measurement ar-
tifacts. We propose a novel algorithm for disentangling such different
causes of non-stationarity and in this manner enable better neurophysi-
ological interpretation for a wider set of experimental paradigms. A key
ingredient is the repeated application of Stationary Subspace Analysis
(SSA) using different temporal scales. The usefulness of our explorative
approach is demonstrated in simulations, theory and EEG experiments
with 80 Brain-Computer-Interfacing (BCI) subjects.
1 Introduction
In analysing multivariate time series, as e.g. recorded in neurophysiological
experiments, we face a challenge: artifacts, signals resulting from different types
of brain activity – task-relevant and task-irrelevant – and changes thereof are
observed as a highly variable stream of data.
Some of this variability can be attributed to noise [27], some to learning and
plasticity [20] or also to unknown latent variables [11]; in other words the data
exhibits changes on many scales. Explorative data analysis methods such as
PCA [25], ICA [12] and other projection methods can contribute to disentan-
gling confounding trends from the data [22]. However they generally assume
an underlying stationary distribution of the data, so if distribution changes oc-
cur, say, due to learning processes or due to lapses of attention, they will yield
suboptimal results.
This paper addresses the question of finding changes in multivariate neural
data which occur over time; we propose a model, that enables for the first time
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the extraction of both global behavioral condition changes as well as experi-
mental condition specific changes. To further illustrate this abstract scenario, a
concrete example from the field of Brain Computer Interfacing is as follows; the
BCI user is instructed to perform a certain number of motor imagery commands,
for example, imaginations of left hand, right hand and foot movements. Because
the user learns to use the BCI over time, the data in each of these conditions
may change over time: these are changes specific to each of the conditions1.
Moreover, often users become tired while using the BCI. This results in higher
levels of alpha activity (≈7-15Hz) present in all conditions as the experiment
progresses [5]. This increase in alpha would correspond to a background change
in neural activity. We would like to model these two types of changes separately
so they may be examined in isolation.
In principle, one might think that the task of finding changes in the time do-
main of a dataset has already been solved; one may simply optimize an objective
function which measures change over time on some subset of the data, as was
proposed for Stationary Subspace Analysis (SSA) [34]. However, in practice,
these changes may not all be relevant to the data analytic task. This is illus-
trated in Figure 1; suppose the data is split into experimental conditions and we
are interested in changes which are particular to only one of these conditions.
The first time series displays data from all conditions with the data from the
target condition of interest highlighted. We see that the condition of interest
displays a weak change, not contained in the other conditions. However, we also
observe that there are other stronger changes (for example, related to artifacts)
in all conditions. Fortunately, the weaker change of interest, which is specific
to the highlighted condition, has a different origin than the changes affecting
all conditions: as we will see below, this situation will play an important role in
our approach below2.
Scenarios where similarly complex changes are hidden in the data arise in
many experimental paradigms in neurophysiology [23, 30]. So far this fact has
been ignored since there was no sound algorithmic solution to address the issue.
The presented framework therefore aims to contribute to a better understand-
ing of complex experimental paradigms which involve distributional changes by
construction, e.g. paradigms focusing on learning and plasticity [20].
We present our new model more formally in Section 2 and outline a method
for removing the background changes in Section 2.2, for which we provide theo-
retical guarantees, in Section 2.3. We then evaluate the quality of the estimation
method in simulations, in Section 3. Lastly, the analysis of the BCI data sets is
covered in Section 4.
2 Model and Parameter Estimation
In this section, we introduce the generative model underlying our approach
and a method for estimating its parameters, as well as theoretical results that
provide us with performance guarantees.
1Users can in fact learn different types of imaginations at different speeds, similarly to the
ability of a tennis player to learn his fore- and backhand strikes to differing levels of proficiency
2In high dimensional data setups, that these different types of changes have the same
origin has very low probability. Moreover, neurophysiological considerations imply that the
two sources of change are more likely to originate from different points in the brain.
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Figure 1: The figure illustrates the problem setting: changes specific to the data
in one condition are masked by stronger changes taking place over all conditions.
The top time-series displays the data from all conditions, with a selected target
condition marked in red.
2.1 Generative Model
The generative model is an extension of the SSA linear mixing model for a
multivariate non-stationary time series [34]3. In this model, the observed multi-
variate data, x(t), is generated as a linear superposition of two groups of latent
(only indirectly observable) sources. The first group, ss(t) = [s1(t), . . . , sd(t)]>,
are stationary, and the second group, sn(t) = [sd+1(t), . . . , sD(t)]>, are non-
stationary. In this context, stationarity of a time series is defined as the first
two moments (mean and spatial covariance) being constant over time; so-called
"weak"-stationarity is usually defined to include the temporal cross-covariance
being constant over time, however, in the current contribution we concentrate
on the spatial covariance (at time-lag 0)4. Moreover, for the purpose of our
final EEG analysis (see Section 4), we will ignore the mean (since the data are
high pas filtered) and we will focus only on changes in the covariance matrix,
which equates to the signal power when projected to a univariate time-series.
The observed D-variate data, x(t), is generated as a linear transformation of
the two groups of stationary and non-stationary sources by an unknown square
mixing matrix A, given in terms of the d × D and (D − d) × D rectangular
3Related mixing models often applied in neuroscience include the Independent Component
Analysis model (ICA) and the Principal Component Analysis model (PCA). For background
on linear mixing models and source separation see [12] and [34].
4In this publication we consider time-series with vanishing autocorrelations; thus wherever
"covariance" is printed, we mean to refer to a spatial covariance.
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Figure 2: The figure displays the block trial structure of the multivariate data
which we model. Trials recorded in separate behavioural conditions are depicted
as colored blocks. A trial from any condition occurs with equal probability.
Above is illustrated how the data from the 2nd condition is formed.
matrices As and An.
x(t) = As(t)
=
[
As An
] [ss(t)
sn(t)
]
. (1)
The matrix A is called mixing matrix because the entry Aij determines how the
j-th source contributes to the i-th dimension of the observed data. If the sensors
corresponding to the measurements are spatially distributed, then the columns
of the mixing matrix can be interpreted visually as patterns, e.g. scalp maps in
EEG analysis. The columns of the matrices As and An span the stationary and
non-stationary subspaces respectively. Note that the column spaces of these
matrices need not be orthogonal. The aim of SSA is to invert this mixing, i.e.
to find a demixing matrix which allows us to recover the two groups of sources
from the recorded mixed signals.
However, our setting differs from the SSA model (given in Equation 1) in that
we assume that the observations are generated as the sum of two latent data
generating systems: a background system, and a condition-specific system—
where the latter contains the information of interest and the former introduces
irrelevant distribution changes which we want to remove. In line with these
assumptions, we model several time-series corresponding to each experimental
condition; this is at first glance inconsistent with all data being drawn in practice
from a single empirical time-series (corresponding to the samples recorded from
the measurement device) but in fact, this correctly captures the fact that each
condition is subject to separate parameters.
In order to obtain these empirical time-series from the recorded data we
assume that for each condition, several trials (for example corresponding to a
single stimulus presentation or motor imagery etc.) are recorded; moreover, we
assume that conditions occur with equal probability in the sequence of trials5.
The trials may assumed to be approximately stationary (although this is not
essential) and non-stationarity exhibits itself between trials. Then the data from
the k−th experimental condition may be obtained by concatenating all of the
trials recorded in that condition.
Figure 2 illustrates the setup of the data. For instance, in a typical EEG mo-
tor imagery brain computer interface (BCI) session two conditions are recorded:
left imagery and right imagery. A trial for one of these conditions consists of
the data recorded during a single imagined movement, for example an imagined
left hand movement in the left condition6.
These considerations allow us to plausibly model the observed data xk(t) in
condition k at time t (within condition time-index) as generated by the sum,
xk(t) = As(t) +Bkrk(t) (2)
=
[
As An
] [ss(t)
sn(t)
]
+
[
Bsk B
n
k
] [rsk(t)
rnk(t)
]
(3)
where As(t) is the contribution of the background system and Bkrk(t) is the
condition-specific contribution 7. The corresponding inverses are A−1 = P =[
P s
P n
]
and B−1k = Qk =
[
Qsk
Qnk
]
. These matrices stay constant over time, whereas
the sources, s(t) etc. change over time. Moreover, the matrix A is constant over
all K conditions, whereas, Bk is a variable which depends on the condition. The
superscripts s and n refer to the stationary and non-stationary contributions of
each system; as stated above, stationarity refers to the mean and covariance
remaining constant over time (not the time-courses).
Note in particular at this point that s(t) (and rk(t)) are to be viewed as
random time-series variables; this implies that while s(t) represents the same
random variable in two given conditions, the sample time-series drawn from
these random variables in two sample experimental conditions will be different
entities. However, the time-index t should be seen in each time series xk(t)
to represent the same quantity in order that we may, in practice, consider ap-
proximate simultaneity (relative to the time-scale of the experiment) of samples
drawn from separate experimental conditions.
The aim of our analysis is to remove the background non-stationary com-
ponents sn(t) from the signals in order to be able to analyze the distribution
changes in a particular condition-specific system. To this end, we want to find
a linear projection to the d stationary components of the background system.
Even though in the final analysis we will only look at the data from one of the
conditions, we use the whole data set for estimating this projection as we will
see in the next section.
5Randomization of conditions is standard practice in many experimental designs.
6Note that in practice the trials in each condition may have different lengths. This will
generate a bias in estimation if not appropriately dealt with. One possible solution is to
subsample segments of the longer condition conditions so that all trials are forced to be of
the same duration. This implies that there will be sections of unused data where perhaps
beforehand there were not. This is not an obstacle to the application of our method.
7Similarly to the standard SSA model, As and An are of size d×D and (D − d)×D and
Bsk and B
n
k are of size dk ×D and (D − dk)×D corresponding to the numbers of stationary
sources in each system.
2.2 Parameter Estimation
The parameters of the model (given in Equation 2) are the mixing matrix A
of the background system, and the mixing matrices B1, . . . , BK for each of the
K condition-specific systems. For the purpose of removing the background
non-stationary components, we are only interested in finding a matrix P s ∈
Rd×D which, when applied to the observed data, allows us to remove the non-
stationary components of the background system, i.e.,
P sxk(t) = P
sAsss(t) + P sAn︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
sn(t) + P sBkrk(t)
= P sAsss(t) + P sBkrk(t),
because the rows of P s are in the dual space of the non-stationary subspace
spanned by An such that P sAn = 0. Thus, the only matrix referred to by the
model (2) that we estimate is a basis for the non-stationary subspace.
The projection matrix P s, which recovers the stationary sources ss(t), is
estimated by applying SSA [34] in a particular way8. In brief, SSA finds the
projection to the d stationary sources by minimizing the difference in distribu-
tion across epochs of the observed data. Special care is required here, however,
since although we modeled the K conditions separately in Equation 2, for the
purpose of estimation of P s we consider all conditions as resulting from the
same empirical time-series. That is, the raw time series obtained by concate-
nating all trials from all conditions, in the order they appear (see Figure 3), is
divided into N epochs (using a chronological segmentation or a sliding window)
for which epoch covariance matrices Σˆ1, . . . , ΣˆN are estimated9. The optimal
stationary projection Pˆ s is found by minimizing the difference between the pro-
jected epoch covariance matrices, as measured by the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence DKL between Gaussians. The SSA objective function is the sum of
the KL-divergences between each epoch and the average epoch, whose mean and
covariance we can set to 0 and I respectively without loss of generality. This
leads to the objective function,
L (P ) =
N∑
i=1
DKL
[
N (0, P ΣˆiP>) || N (0, I)
]
,
which is minimized using an iterative gradient-based procedure to find P s,
Pˆ s = argmin
PP>=I
N∑
i=1
− log det
(
P ΣˆiP
>
)
.
8Note that we will refer to P s as the "projection to the background stationary sources";
this overloads a closely related use of "projection matrix", referring to a square matrix A with
A2 = A. The matrix obtained by filling out P s to a square matrix with zeros in the final rows
is a projection matrix in this second sense.
9The choice of epochs is a delicate issue. The same issues for our problem setting apply
as for the SSA problem setting and details may be found in the SSA expository paper [35].
Whether the epoch length affects the stationarity of the data is an application-bound issue. In
our BCI application below, we choose epochs so as to span several trials, thus reducing noise
levels and including multiple instances of each condition but short enough so as to conform
to the bounds derived in the mentioned paper [35].
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Figure 3: SSA epoch structure of the multivariate empirical time-series for
estimating of the background stationary projection. Each epoch contains equal
numbers of trials from each condition.
Although SSA was originally developed to invert the model (1), it is also
applicable to our problem setting. This is because the weaker the changes in
the condition-specific non-stationary sources rnk(t), the more closely the model
(2) is approximated by the SSA model. To achieve this, we design our epochs
in such a way that each epoch contains the same number of trials from each of
the K conditions; see Figure 3 for an illustration. Thus we obtain SSA epoch
covariance matrices which are approximately equal to the covariance matrix of
the background system up to an approximately stationary (i.e. constant over
SSA epochs) contribution from the condition-specific systems. More formally,
the true covariance matrix (covariance at lag 0 with size D×D) of the i-th SSA
epoch Σi is given by,
Σi = Ci + R¯i
where Ci is the covariance matrix of the background system, and R¯i is the
average of the covariance matrices over all conditions in the i-th SSA epoch,
R¯i =
1
K
K∑
k=1
Ri,k, (4)
with Ri,k being the covariance matrix of the k-th condition when considering
only the condition specific system in the i-th SSA epoch. As we will show in the
next section, the condition-specific part R¯i converges to stationarity in the sense
that it becomes constant over SSA epochs. This means that SSA will correctly
identify the non-stationary directions in the background system which we want
to remove.
2.3 Theoretical Results
In this section we describe a theoretical guarantee for the quality of the ap-
proach outlined in the previous section. The rather technical proof is deferred
to Appendix A; here we focus on the intuitive interpretation of the result. In
particular, Proposition 2.1, which we prove in the Appendix, states that the
covariances resulting from forming SSA epochs containing several conditions
will converge to stationarity in the limit of the numbers of conditions K and
condition-specific stationary dimensions dsk. This allows the SSA algorithm to
identify the desired part of the background system, because the only remaining
factor affecting estimation are then the small sample effects affecting SSA.
Proposition 2.1. Let R¯i be, as defined in Equation 4, the average condition
specific covariance in the i-th epoch, K the number of conditions, N the number
of epochs, D the number of dimensions, where the number of non-stationary
dimensions, dn, is fixed.
Assume, that the non-stationarity is bounded, i.e. for all i, k, corresponding
to the i-th epoch and k-th condition,
∣∣∣∣∣∣Ri,k − 1N ∑Ni=1Ri,k∣∣∣∣∣∣F < Γ, for some
constant Γ, where || · ||F is the Frobenius norm on matrices. Assume finally that
the columns of the matrices Bnk , the condition-specific non-stationary subspaces,
are also uniformly distributed with orthonormal columns10.
Then let P be any projection matrix. Then, for any δ > 0 we have the
following relation in probability, in K and D, of R¯i to the average covariance
over epochs 1N
∑N
j=1 R¯j under the projection P ,
Pr
 1
N
N∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣P>
R¯i − 1
N
N∑
j=1
R¯j
P
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
F
> O
(
1
K
)
+O
(
1√
D
)
+O
(
1√
δ
√
D
))
< δ. (5)
Proof. See Appendix A.
The term on the left of the inequality expresses the non-stationarity mea-
sured in the terms R¯i over epochs; each term of the sum expresses the deviation
of R¯i from the average over SSA epochs. Note that this is a different measure
from the measure of non-stationarity that we use for optimization with SSA:
the SSA objective function is invariant to changes in the parametrization of
the data space, which is desirable for estimation, whereas the measure in the
proposition is not. However, for the purpose of deriving a convergence rate, the
measure in the proposition is more convient. Nevertheless both measures are
equivalent in the sense that each is zero if and only if the other is zero.
The term on the right of the inequality decreases in K and D: for com-
plete convergence to be guaranteed under the assumptions of the proposition,
note that both K (number of epochs) and D (number of dimensions) should
be assumed to grow. Nevertheless, either D or K increasing guarantee a better
estimate. That D may assumed to be much bigger than dn in practice is plau-
sible, as often non-stationarities are confined to low dimensional subspaces, for
example, artifacts in EEG are often confined only to electrodes at the edge of
the scalp.
Note also that the proposition is conditioned on two important assump-
tions: firstly that the non-stationary subspaces of the condition specific systems
10They are a sample of Haar measure.
are sampled uniformly at random and secondly that the non-stationarity is uni-
formly bounded over classes (
∣∣∣∣∣∣Ri,k − 1N ∑Ni=1Ri,k∣∣∣∣∣∣F < Γ). These are plausible
assumptions to make on the model. The first assumption is equivalent to as-
suming we have no prior knowledge of the condition specific systems’s mixing
matrices, but may be weakened without making convergence impossible and the
second assumption is necessary for estimation to occur at all, but is neverthe-
less plausible; for example, in the BCI application (below), the condition specific
non-stationarities are much weaker than the background non-stationarities.
3 Simulations on Synthetic Data
In this section, we evaluate the proposed method in controlled simulations on
synthetic data, where we can objectively assess the performance based on an
artificial ground truth. Our analysis consists of two parts. First of all, we inves-
tigate how accurately our algorithm can identify the true background stationary
components. In our model, these are the relevant components for subsequent
analysis. In the second part of this section, we show that these components
are useful. To that end, we apply our method as a pre-processing step to
change-point detection in a situation where there are irrelevant background
non-stationary components, which we want to remove. We analyse the relative
merits of our pre-processing in different scenarios.
3.1 Data Generation
The synthetic data that we use in the controlled simulations is generated ac-
cording to our model (Equation 2). At each time point, the observed D-variate
sample xk(t) in the k-th condition is a sum of contributions from the background
and the condition-specific system. The background variables are linearly trans-
formed by a random orthogonal mixing matrix A ∈ RD×D that is kept fixed
over all conditions. The condition-specific components are linearly transformed
by an orthogonal mixing matrix Bk ∈ RD×D that is chosen randomly for each
condition 1 ≤ k ≤ K, where K is the total number of conditions. In the simu-
lations, the number of stationary and non-stationary components is kept fixed
to the same value for both systems.
The background and the condition-specific system each comprises two groups
of components: stationary and non-stationary. The mean and covariance matrix
(at time-lag 0) of the stationary components are the zero vector 0 and the
identity I respectively. The mean of the non-stationary components is also
fixed to zero, whereas the covariance matrix (again at time-lag zero) in each
epoch is chosen according to two Markov models, one for the background and
one for the condition-specific system. Both Markov models consist of five states
corresponding to five covariance matrices. The covariance matrices are diagonal
with entries drawn randomly from a set of log-spaced values over the interval
[1/ν, ν] with ν > 1; thus a high ν corresponds to a high level of non-stationarity.
For the background system, this parameter is νshared and for the condition-
specific it is νspecific. The probability of changing the state in the Markov model
(i.e. switching to another covariance matrix) is parametrized by pshared and
pspecific (denoting precisely the probability of remaining in the current state;
the probability if changing to each other state is the same) for the background
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Figure 4: Performance of the proposed method measured in terms the subspace
angle (vertical axis) between the true and the estimated non-stationary subspace
of the background system, for different numbers of conditions (horizontal axis).
The left and right panels shows the results for the cases where the condition-
specific non-stationarity is low and high respectively. In each case, the red
line denotes the case in which the condition-specific systems are replaced with
stationary noise dsk = D as a baseline result. The red line case thus represents
the limit in potential accuracy of the method relative to accuracy in the standard
SSA model.
and the condition-specific system respectively. Thus a low p corresponds to few
changes occurring. The shortest segment of stationary data possible consists of
50 samples, generated from a Gaussian with the respective covariance matrix;
thus changes may occur at most once every 50 data points.
To sum up, the key parameters of interest are the strength of the non-
stationarity in both systems (νshared and νspecific), and the probability of changes
in the covariance matrix of the non-stationary sources (pshared and pspecific).
3.2 Finding the background Stationary Sources
In the first set of experiments, we investigate how well our method can identify
the true stationary components of the background system. We analyze the
influence of the number of different conditions in two scenarios: low and high
condition-specific degrees of non-stationarity. The total number of dimensions
is set to 20 and the number of non-stationary directions is set to 1 and 2 for
the condition-specific and background system respectively; the total number of
sampless is 10000. The error is measured as the subspace angle between the
true non-stationary subspace of the background system and the estimated one.
The results are shown in Figure 4. In the left panel, we see the results for low
condition-specific non-stationarity. As we increase the number of conditions, the
error in finding the true stationary components (blue line) becomes smaller. This
is because the non-stationary contributions of the condition-specific systems
become more equally spread across the whole D-dimensional space since for
every condition k we choose a random mixing matrix Bk. This allows us to
distinguish more clearly between the background and the condition-specific non-
stationary directions and, in turn, find the background stationary components.
The red line shows the error on the same data where we have removed the
condition-specific contributions: this is the lowest possible error level on the
condition specific model for finite samples. We see that as soon as we have at
least four different conditions, we can identify the true background stationary
components as well as if there were no condition-specific non-stationarities.
The right panel shows the results in the case where the degree of non-
stationarity in the condition-specific system is high relative to the background
system. As we can see, this makes the desired stationary components of the
background system more difficult to identify than in the previous case, because
the overall distribution is dominated by changes in the condition-specific sys-
tem. We therefore need a larger number of conditions (around 11) in order to
distinguish between the non-stationarity of the two systems.
3.3 Identification of the background Non-Stationary Com-
ponents in Simulated EEG
We illustrate the application of SSA to artificial data generated by a realistic
EEG forward model. The head model we use was calculated on the basis of the
MRI scans of 152 human participants [14], the electrodes were placed on the
head according to the international 10-5 system and the forwards mapping from
simulated dipoles to voltages at the electrodes were computed using the semi-
analytic methods of the contribution of Nolte et al. [21]. Given this framework
we simulated two background non-stationary sources, the first 2 cm underneath
the electrode T7 close to the edge of the montage, to simulate the effects of a
non-stationary EMG component and the second at the primary visual cortex,
2cm under the electrode Oz, to simulate the effect of a non-stationary alpha
source.
Subsequently we modeled three scenarios. In the first scenario, for each
of 13 conditions, in addition to the two background non-stationary sources, a
non-stationary source was positioned at random in the brain together with 12
stationary sources, thus the dataset has dimensionality 15, within a 118 (the
number of electrodes) dimensional space. The non-stationarities were gener-
ated using a Markov model, giving rise to segments of simulated EEG data
with varying power. The data were preprocessed using Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) [26] to eliminate the degenerate directions (PCA then yields a
projection U ∈ R15×118 and a mixing matrix V ∈ R118×15). We then computed
the estimated background non-stationary components using SSA and the esti-
mated condition specific components, for the first 2 conditions. More precisely,
An and P s, were computed on the PCA-preprocessed data using SSA; thus the
scalp pattern corresponding to the most non-stationary background sources is
given by composing An (of size 15×ds) with the mixing matrix yielded by PCA
V (of size 118× 15) i.e. we compute (V × An). Subsequently SSA was applied
to the condition-specific data preprocessed using PCA and projected by P s (i.e.
on P sUxk(t)) in order to obtain a mixing matrix (which we will call Cnk ) corre-
sponding to the non-stationary condition-specific patterns; thus Bnk = A
s×Cnk .
The final corresponding scalp pattern is given by V × As × Cnk . The results
of this first scenario are displayed in Figure 5 and show that SSA successfully
locates the EMG and alpha component, and succeeds in obtaining asymmet-
ric non-stationary components between the first two classes, which match the
true non-stationary condition specific patterns. Moreover, we see that using
SSA separately on each class does not deliver the background non-stationarities
and the condition specific non-stationarities successfully, whereas estimation of
the background non-stationarities over conditions using SSA is successful as
described in Section 2.2, following which the condition specific non-stationary
patterns are successfully found.
Although, in general the background non-stationarities may only be reliably
obtained given many conditions, we may still consider whether using SSA to
remove background non-stationarities works when we have only two conditions
and under which circumstances. This reflects the situation in our application
to EEG data, where we consider motor-imagery of two separate movements,
described in Section 4. Thus, in the second scenario, we reduce the number
of conditions to two and simulate background non-stationary sources which
are stronger in their non-stationarity than the condition specific non-stationary
sources. All other settings are kept constant. The results of this second scenario
are displayed in Figure 6 and show that in this case, when the background non-
stationarities are strong, then these, and subsequently the condition specific
non-stationarities, may be obtained nonetheless, using the proposed method.
However, in the third and final scenario we see that when the number of
conditions is two and the background non-stationarities are weak, then obtain-
ing patterns using SSA on each condition separately which nevertheless agree
across the conditions, and thus may be assumed to correspond to background
non-stationarities, occurs only after the most non-stationary components have
been removed. Note that we remove more non-stationary directions here than
actually are generated; this is achieved simply by setting the d parameter of the
SSA computations to a different value than the true value. The results of this
third scenario are displayed in Figure 7. We will see, in the analysis of the BCI
data in Section 4, that both of these second and third scenarios may arise.
3.4 Application to Change-Point Detection
In this section, we demonstrate that the proposed method can be used to find
relevant change-points in the data from a particular condition of interest, even
when there are irrelevant distribution changes that are shared by all conditions.
In reality, this situation occurs e.g. when there are artifacts in the data that are
independent of the experimental condition.
Change point detection refers to the task of detecting points in time in which
the distribution of a time series changes from one state to another; this task
occurs potentially in sleep staging of EEG recordings [19] and in early warning
systems for epilepsy patients using chronically implanted electrodes [10], among
other applications [2, 13, 24]. There exists a wide range of different methods
for change-point detection (also called time series segmentation). In our simula-
tions, we use single linkage clustering based on a symmetrized Kullback-Leibler
divergence measure [15, 9] between segments of the time series.
Here, we test the hypothesis that the performance of change-point detection
can benefit from removing non-stationary directions (feature extraction) that
are not specific to the condition of interest. Thus we suggest a pre-processing
step which aims to boost the performance of change-point detection, when the
model applies. Previous work [9] has shown that removing stationary directions
in a pre-processing step improves the performance of change-point detection.
Here, we go one step further and distinguish between relevant and irrelevant
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Figure 5: The figure displays scalp plots computed using SSA on the EEG for-
ward model data. The left panel displays the true non-stationary patterns, and
the right hand panel displays the estimated condition specific non-stationary
patterns after removal of zero, one and two background non-stationary direc-
tions. The plots show that SSA successfully obtains the patterns resulting from
the background non-stationary alpha and background non-stationary EMG, and
then allows one to concentrate on the condition specific non-stationarities in each
class. Note that after removing one background non-stationary direction, SSA
finds a difference between the conditions. This is because, for the two conditions
studied, the condition specific non-stationarities are strong. Nevertheless, SSA
successfully obtains the correct background non-stationarity, so that the final
condition specific non-stationarities are correct.
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Figure 6: The figure displays the results of the forward model simulation when
the number of conditions is two and the background non-stationarities are
stronger than the condition specific non-stationarities. Here, using SSA, one
obtains the background stationarities as estimated "condition-specific" non-
stationarities which agree across conditions after zero and one background non-
stationarities have been removed. The condition specific non-stationarities are
then ob ained after the removal of two background non-stationary directions.
non-stationary changes by making use of data from other conditions during fea-
ture extraction to remove the background non-stationary changes.The problem
setting is illustrated in Figure 8; here we see that infrequent and weak con-
dition specific changes are masked by stronger and more frequent background
changes. This renders difficult detecting the condition specific changes reliably.
The solution we propose is to project the data to the background stationary
sources.
The synthetic data is generated as described in Section 3.1. The total number
of dimensions is 10, the number of conditions is 10 and the number of non-
stationary directions is 2 and 1 for the background and the condition-specific
systems. In the simulations, we vary the strength of the non-stationarity in both
systems (νshared and νspecific), the likelihood of the relevant change points in the
condition of interest (pspecific), and the likelihood of irrelevant change points in
the background system (pshared).
As a baseline, we directly apply the change-point detection algorithm to the
data from the condition of interest and discard the remaining nine data sets. We
compare this approach against the augmentation of this algorithm by our pre-
processing (feature extraction). More specifically, we apply SSA to estimate
the nine most stationary components over all conditions and then apply the
change-point detection algorithm to these components on the data from the
condition of interest. We measure the performance in terms of the area under
the receiver-operator curve (AUC).
The results are shown in Figure 9. The right column of the 3× 3 grid shows
the improvement in AUC due to our pre-processing for three different scenar-
ios. When there are few background irrelevant change points (top row) and
few condition specific change points, the performance of change-point detection
is relatively unaffected, there is improvement using a preprocessing step only
when the condition shared changes are pronounced enough to yield reasonable
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Figure 7: The figure displays the results of the forward model simulation when
the number of conditions is two and the condition specific non-stationarities
are stronger than the background non-stationarities. Here, after removal of
zero, one and two background non-stationary directions, SSA finds different
non-stationary patterns on each condition. However, after removal of three
background non-stationary directions, SSA finds non-stationary patterns on
each condition which agree, and arise, in fact, from the true background non-
stationarities. The reason that the condition specific non-stationarities are sim-
ilar after removal of zero and one background non-stationary directions, is be-
cause the first estimated background non-stationary direction is nevertheless
correct, the EMG component, so the condition specific most non-stationary di-
rections are preserved. These are then removed as the estimated second and
third most non-stationary background directions.
estimation of the desired projection.
In the second row the case in which there are many irrelevant background
change points as well as many condition-specific change points of interest. which
interfere with the detection of the relevant change points in the conditions of
interest. Thus, in the middle panel of the right column, we see that the proposed
pre-processing leads to a significant improvement in performance for almost
all cases. However, when both systems have low non-stationarity (bottom left
corner of the panel), it is hard to identify the informative background stationary
components; hence the performance does not increase.
The last simulations whose results are displayed in the bottom row, confirm
that it is the frequency of the changes in the distracting condition shared system
which determine whether a high level of improvement is to be expected. Here,
as in the second row, the frequency of background changes is high and the
frequency of the desired condition-specific changes is low. As in the second row,
improvement is to be expected in all cases except the cases in which the strength
of the background changes are not sufficient to yield reliable estimation of the
shared stationary projection.
4 Application to Brain Computer Interfacing Data
A brain computer interface is a device which allows a human subject to perform
a limited number of commands on a computer using only the activity observable
using a brain imaging device, such as an fMRI scanner, NIRS imaging system or
most commonly an EEG (electroencephalography) cap. In the motor imagery
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Figure 8: The change point detection task is made more difficult when the
change points of interest (red lines) in the condition specific system (left) are
masked by background change points (right). The left panel displays only the
condition specific system Bkrk(t) whereas the right hand panel displays the
entire data corresponding to As(t) +Bkrk(t).
paradigm for EEG [7, 4], machine learning algorithms may be trained on data
recorded during imaginations of hand movements corresponding to the desired
direction of movement of a cursor on a computer screen. One practical prob-
lem with such a device is, however, that the distribution over scalp voltages
in electroencephalography (EEG) recordings is highly non-stationary. This has
the effect that Brain Computer Interfaces based on machine learning degrade in
their performance over time [32, 5, 8, 33]. To deal with this problem, to main-
tain high levels of performance, numerous machine learning methodologies have
been proposed, based on unsupervised adaptation [32], robustification [5], pe-
nalization of non-stationarity [36, 29] and covariate shift adapation [31]. An in-
teresting neuroscientific question, however, is to diagnose the physical source of
this non-stationarity. On the one hand it may be the case that non-stationarity
results to a high degree from artifactual sources, such as EMG activity, ocu-
lar activity or disturbances resulting from loose electrodes [36, 29, 28]. On the
other hand, the fact remains that the activity in the EEG recording resulting
from neural activity is also highly non-stationary, albeit to a lesser degree and
often over a different timescale than the non-stationarity originating in artifacts.
The targeted study of each of these non-stationary contributions has been until
recently been confounded by the fact that only a linear mixture of their re-
spective activities may be observed at the scalp electrodes. In particular, the
contribution of the neural component to the overall non-stationarity is typically
weaker than the contribution of the artifactual activity, making, in particular,
the targeted study of neural non-stationarity especially problematic. Neverthe-
less, the model studied in the present contribution presents the possibility of
prying apart neural and artifactual non-stationarity. Given that this may be
achieved, there exists the prospect of better understanding the neural changes
which occur during EEG based BCI use.
To illustrate this possibility we display scalp maps in Figure 11 of a BCI
subject. For each condition (left imagination and foot imagination) the most
non-stationary pattern in that condition subsequent to the removal of a number,
m, of shared non-stationary directions has been visualized. The figure displays
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Figure 9: Results of the pre-processing for change point detection. The rows
of the 3×3 grid correspond to three different scenarios: few background change
points, many background change-points, and few condition-specific changes but
many background changes. From left to right, the columns shown the AUC
without pre-processing (baseline), the AUC with pre-processing and a compari-
son between the two (improvement). In each panel, we vary the strength of the
background non-stationarity along the horizontal axis (νshared), and the strength
of the condition-specific non-stationarity along the vertical axis (νspecific). The
precise parameters for transition are in the top row pshared = 0.8, pspecific =
0.8, in the middle row pshared = 0.6, pspecific = 0.6 and in the bottom row
pshared = 0.1, pspecific = 0.8. The middle column pictures are similar because
once the correct background non-stationary space has been correctly found and
the background non-stationarities projected out (which is possible in all three
cases) then the difficulty of the task is equal in all three simulations on this
space.
these patterns for m = 0, 1, . . . , 6. We observe in the results that the model
studied above is applicable to the data set at hand: namely, there is a com-
mon non-stationary component to both of the condition systems. When no or
few class-shared non-stationarities are removed, then the patterns are similar
between the two conditions. The structure of the displayed patterns indicate
that the activity generating this non-stationarity corresponds to an EMG ar-
tifact. We see, however, by increasing the number of common non-stationary
sources removed, that differences in the patterns between the estimated con-
dition non-stationarities emerge. For example, the patterns in the left hand
condition, after removal of six background non-stationary sources, display high
weights contralateral to the imagined hand and are smooth in their topogra-
phy, in contrast to the most non-stationary patterns. These facts indicate that
the patterns may contain information regarding task relevant neural changes
observable in the data from each condition.
We now extend our analysis to include the data from all 80 subjects recorded
for the study at hand [6, 16]. In order to illustrate the usefulness of the proposed
model for a general BCI motor imagery subject, we use the following heuristic
to quantify to what extent the model is suitable for any given dataset:
1. We compute a similarity measure between each of the 2 condition specific
most non-stationary patterns for every choice of the dimensionality of
background non-stationary subspace, ds, including the case where there
are assumed to be no background non-stationary sources. An example of
the results of such a computation are displayed in Figure 10
2. We then compute the difference in the average similarity of the condition
specific non-stationary patterns for ds = 5, . . . , 10 and the similarity of
the condition specific patterns for ds = 0.
3. If this difference is greater than a predefined threshold, then we conclude
that the model is applicable for this dataset.
An important point to note here, which is important for the validity of the
heuristic, is that in the null case in which the model does not apply, then the
similarity between the condition specific patterns for ds = 0 is on average smaller
than the similarity between the condition specific patterns for ds = 5, . . . , 10.
The results of applying this heuristic to all 80 BCI motor imagery subjects is
displayed in Figure 13. They show for a significant fraction of subjects there
are clear background non-stationary components; this may be concluded from
the fact that the most non-stationary components estimated on the conditions
separately are identical, up to estimation error and noise. This implies that the
model we propose in this paper is highly appropriate for studying the changes
in distribution of the EEG of BCI subjects.
Note at this point that this heuristic is designed to indicate the usefulness
of the model for the dataset. A more principled approach must wait for further
work due to the advanced statistical exposition and innovation such an approach
would imply. For example, an approach which compares the similarity of vectors
over different dimensionalities must correct for this discrepancy, see, for example
[1] for theorems facilitating this correction.
One clear limitation of the dataset is that only two conditions are avail-
able. Finding the background non-stationarities is thus only possible because
the condition specific non-stationarities are weaker than the background non-
stationarities, for most subjects in this dataset. Occasionally the condition
specific non-stationarities are not weaker, see Figure 13 and Figure 12. Here we
observe that a strong condition specific non-stationary component is present.
For such a subject, the presence of more experimental conditions would guar-
antee that this component is nevertheless not neglected. However, despite this,
we see that in a the majority of cases the condition specific components are
not stronger than the background components and the sucessful removal of the
background components is possible, and, thus that the model is suitable for this
type of dataset.
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Figure 10: The figure displays the results for a single subject (VPjh) of comput-
ing Step 1 of the heuristic for determining applicability of the model for a given
dataset. The x-axis displays the number of background sources removed and the
y-axis displays the dissimilarity (1-norm between normalized patterns) between
the condition specific non-stationary patterns on each of the two classes. The
red line indicates the transition from a non-random level of dissimilarity to a
random level, suggesting that the number of background non-stationary sources
is five.
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Figure 11: The figure displays scalp maps from a single BCI subject. The upper
row displays maps from the first condition, whereas the second row from the
second condition. The conditions are ordered in terms of how many jointly
non-stationary components were removed. The numbers removed are, from left
to right, 0,1,...,6. The difference between the conditions becomes clearly visible
only after 5 directions have been removed. The similarity between the preceding
components is clearly visible, between conditions. The traces at the bottom of
the figure, colored red and blue corresponding to the condition, display the log
band power recorded on each trial over the course of the experiment. The highest
components are highly correlated, the lower, uncorrelated. These band-powers
are calculated on the data QnkP
sUxk(t).
5 Concluding Discussion
Neural signals are subject to change which is typically induced by the experimen-
tal paradigm. In addition, typically a number of artifactual signals are present
in an experiment that hamper a possible interpretation: they may consist of
drifts, or also other more complex factors that are common between behavioural
conditions. This work has contributed with its explorative framework which en-
ables the removal of these uninteresting non-stationary components. Thus, for
the first time condition specific non-stationarities can be extracted and physi-
ologically interpreted. In particular this was demonstrated on simulated EEG
examples from a realistic forward model as well as on real experimental data
from a large scale BCI study.
An important assumption that needs to be made is that the condition spe-
cific non-stationary patterns Bnk , B
n
k′ should be independent for k 6= k′. If these
are highly dependent, then no estimation of P s, the projection to the back-
ground stationary sources, is possible. If independence does not hold then the
condition-specific features of interest may significantly overlap in their projec-
tion with the condition shared non-stationarities, and information may be lost.
The requirement for independence is, however, an intrinsic feature of the model
and not a deficiency of the estimation method. If independence isn’t assumed in
some form then estimation by any method is impossible. However, as discussed
in Section 2.3, the assumption of independence of origin is realistic, in particular
since the non-stationarities specific to each condition result from separate un-
derlying physical systems. Note that it will often be possible to know a priori if
these assumptions are likely to hold for a particular application. For example, in
BCI, different brain regions govern the control of separate motor imaginations
and thus the condition specific non-stationarity patterns should be dissimilar
from one another. If the assumption of independence of origin does not hold,
then, estimation may still be possible under a slightly difference independence
assumption. This is because it may be plausibly assumed that the evolution
of non-stationarity in the time-domain is independent in each condition-specific
system. This should also guarantee consistency; we postpone the proof of this
result to a later publication.
Another important assumption we make is that no condition should be al-
lowed to contribute disproportionately to the non-stationarity in the overall
data. As we argued earlier, this assumption is realistic in applications, in which
the background non-stationarity, for example, artifacts in EEG recordings, are
stronger than the condition specific non-stationarities. Moreover, this assump-
tion is related to assuming that the background non-stationarities are stronger
than the condition-specific non-stationarities. If it is the case that one condition-
specific system exhibits high non-stationarity, then the confounding influence of
the background non-stationarity is reduced for this class in any case. Thus
making special allowance for background non-stationarity in such a case is less
pressing.
After removing the background non-stationary activity from a data set, fur-
ther analysis must be confined to a subspace of the orthogonal complement
in data space of the removed directions. However, as we demonstrated in our
change-point detection analysis, this subspace may yield important performance
gains over analysis on the entire space.
In summary, we have shown that the model and methods we propose boosts
the performance of change point detection and allows the data analyst to dis-
cover condition specific changing components in BCI data. Future studies will
apply the novel framework for analysing experimental data to primate experi-
ments that study learning and plasticity. In addition, we will study condition
specific non-stationarities in multimodal data [3] and in co-adaptive BCI [33].
It should also prove interesting to localize the respective sources of different
non-stationary nature [17, 18].
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Appendices
A Proof of Proposition 1
Proof. The proof strategy is as follows: if we show that the statement holds for
each of the non-stationary projections Qnk simultaneously, where Qk = (Bk)
−1,
then clearly the statement holds for a random projection P . We need to show
that the projection of the system by Qnk is stationary, for all K, in the limit of
K and D.
For any epoch indexed by i, any class index k′:
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ 1K
K∑
k=1
Qnk′(R
k
i − R¯k)Qnk′
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1K ∣∣∣∣∣∣Rk′i − R¯k′ ∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 1K ∑
k 6=k′
∣∣∣∣Qnk′(Rki − R¯k)Qnk′ ∣∣∣∣
≤ 1
K
Γ +
κ
K
∑
k 6=k′
∣∣∣∣S>IdnS∣∣∣∣
The right hand quantity in the first line is bounded above by the quantity
on the right in the second line, κK
∑
k 6=k′
∣∣∣∣S>IdnS∣∣∣∣ where S is a dn dimen-
sional random projection matrix, Idn is a matrix of zeros apart from the left,
top hand dn rows and columns which are equal to the identity matrix and κ is
a constant. The random variable on the right under the sum,
∣∣∣∣S>IdnS∣∣∣∣ has
mean µD of order 1D and standard deviation σD of order
1√
D
. This is because
as D grows, for fixed d, the rows of the matrix P tend to independent samples
from the distribution over one dimensional subspaces. The dot product between
random one dimensional subspaces has density of order
√
Dx−1(1− x2)(D−3)/2
with moments of order 1/
√
D [1]. Each row in the matrix P>Idn , is a dot prod-
uct, between basis vectors of unit length of random one-dimensional subspaces.
Thus, each row has norm bounded by constant order. Moreover the effect of
the truncated matrix in the second term is to truncate the entries in P , so that
each entry of the entire matrix P>IdnP may be approximated as dot products
between random subspaces and the entries may be assumed independent. Thus
the mean of each term in the Froebenius norm is at most of the order of the
variance of the dot product between spanning vectors of random one dimen-
sional subspaces and the standard deviation at most of order of the square root
of the fourth moment, which both decrease as 1/
√
D and 1/(D1/4). Thus the
sum term is distributed in the limit of K with standard deviation bounded by
β√
KD1/4
and mean by q√
D
for some constants q and β.
Thus by Chebyshev’s inequality:
Pr(
1
K
∑
k 6=k′
∣∣∣∣S>IdnS∣∣∣∣ > /κ+ q√
D
) <
κ2β2
2K
√
D
Which implies,
Pr(
1
K
Γ +
κ
K
∑
k 6=k′
∣∣∣∣S>IdnS∣∣∣∣ > κK Γ + + c√D ) < κ2β22K√D
Then by Boole’s inequality the probability that each one of these inequalities
holds gives that for any k:
Pr(
1
K
Γ +
κ
K
∑
k 6=k′
∣∣∣∣S>IdnS∣∣∣∣ > 1K Γ + + c√D ) < κ2β22√D
Putting all of this together yields the estimate:
Pr
(∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ 1K
K∑
k=1
Q1k′(R
k
i − R¯k)Q1k′
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ > O( 1K ) +O( 1√D ) + 
)
<
κ2β2
2
√
D
(6)
Which is:
Pr
(∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ 1K
K∑
k=1
Q1k′(R
k
i − R¯k)Q1k′
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ > O( 1K ) +O( 1√D ) +O( 1√δ√D )
)
< δ (7)
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Figure 12: The figure diplays three subjects (the top three, VPjh, VPjo, VPjx)
with clear background non-stationary directions. The scalp maps are displayed
on the left and the similarity between components on the right as per Fig-
ure 10. The fourth and final subject (bottom, VPtao) displays background
non-stationary directions but also a highly non-stationary condition specific
component. The component is located frontal right in the first condition, and
has a localized topography. We conjecture this is caused by an EMG artifact
which is biased towards the first condition. The red line on the right displays the
number of background non-stationary components estimated by the heuristic.
This choice is visible in the similarity of the patterns displayed on the right; in
the uppermost row, we display an extra pair of patterns to display the differen-
tiation and class structure in the condition specific patterns. In the bottom row
we display additional patterns to show that, in this case, the heuristic’s choice
is conservative.
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Figure 13: The figure displays the results of applying the heuristic for estimating
the applicability of the model. The y-axis shows the difference in the average
similarity of the condition specific non-stationary patterns for ds = 5, . . . , 10
and the similarity of the condition specific patterns for ds = 0. The x-axis
displays the subject number. The figure shows that for a large proportion of
the subjects in the dataset, the model is applicable.
